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IMAGING PARTICLE ANALYSIS SYSTEMS

Biopharmaceutical and Pharmaceutical Applications
OVERVIEW
The industry-leading image quality of FlowCam, combined with automated statistical pattern recognition software,
enables counting, sizing, and determining morphology of subvisible particles in biopharmaceutical formulations.
FDA regulations strongly recommend in-depth characterization of the quantity and types of particles found in
biotherapeutics.
FlowCam combines the benefits of traditional particle sizers and counters with microscopy and powerful analysis
software for comprehensive characterization of biotherapeutics.
•

Analyze particles from 300 nm to 1 mm

•

Determine 40+ morphological parameters per particle

•

Meet USP <1788> recommendations

•

Generate size distribution plots and parametric analyses

•

Satisfy USP <788> requirements with FlowCam LO

•

Average, overlay, and combine data sets and results

•

Verify particle identity with high-resolution images

•

Software for 21 CFR Part 11 compliance available

•

Require only 100 µL minimum sample volume

APPLICATIONS

INSTRUMENTS

FlowCam 8100

For subvisible particles
from 2 µm - 1 mm

FlowCam Nano

For submicron particles
300 nm - 2 µm

FlowCam LO

Flow Imaging Microscopy and Light
Obscuration in a single instrument

ALH for FlowCamTM

For unattended analysis of up to 384 samples

•

Detection & Measurement
of Cells, API Aggregates &
Other Particles

•

Gene Therapy Aggregate
Measurements

•

Formulation Research and
Development

•

QC Diagnostics & Lot
Release Testing

•

Stability Studies and
Shelf Life Estimation

•

Purification Process
Development

HOW FLOWCAM WORKS
The FlowCam imaging analysis system consists of a light microscopy apparatus with a sample flow cell placed in the optics
path between the light source and objective lens. During analysis, a sample is introduced via a syringe pump, and images
of particles that pass through the optics are automatically captured and recorded. The resulting microscopic images can
then be analyzed to determine the sizes, concentration, morphology, and types of particles in the sample.

VISUALSPREADSHEET® PARTICLE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE: TURNING DATA INTO INSIGHT
VisualSpreadsheet is a powerful and flexible software program
for both data acquisition and analysis of images captured with
FlowCam. VisualSpreadsheet determines more than 40 unique
particle morphology properties, e.g., diameter, area, aspect ratio,
circularity, image intensity and average intensity and transparency.
Filter and sort particles according to their properties and display
results in interactive scattergrams or histograms.
Sophisticated pattern recognition allows users to immediately find
and display all particles of similar morphology. Create, define, and
save particle type libraries, then compare FlowCam data against
existing libraries to instantly determine concentrations of specific
particle types.
A 21 CFR Part 11 compliance option is available to meet FDA
regulations for drug development.

FLOWCAM 8000 SERIES
FlowCam 8100 is a highly versatile flow imaging microscope and is optimized for
the analysis of subvisible particulates in biopharmaceutical therapeutics. Highest
image quality and sensitivity allow for the identification of particles in the critical
size range below 10 µm.
• Identify inherent, intrinsic, and extrinsic particles from 2 µm to 1 mm
• Analyze samples in minutes with the fast image acquisition system
• Integrated auto-focus mechanism to provide consistent, high-resolution
images

FLOWCAM 8100

FlowCam LO combines two orthogonal techniques in a single instrument. The
first uses flow imaging microscopy to capture morphological information and
the second uses light obscuration (LO) to collect data following USP regulations.
• USP <787/788> compliance data with light obscuration
• Validation of particle size and count, combined with verification of
particle types by flow imaging microscopy
• Identification of particles that may be sized incorrectly or not detected by
light obscuration

FLOWCAM LO
FLOWCAM NANO
FlowCam Nano extends subvisible particle analysis to detect objects between
300 nanometers and 2 micrometers—the smallest visible with light microscopy.
Use FlowCam Nano for particle analysis research and development for protein
formulations and nano-drug delivery systems, bioprocess monitoring, and
materials characterization.
• Image and analyze submicron particles ranging 300 nm to 2 μm in size
• Early detection of particle formation in parenteral drugs too small to be
detected by traditional flow imaging microscopy

ALH FOR FLOWCAM
ALH for FlowCam enables unattended FlowCam operation including sample
preparation, injection, data acquisition, and cleaning between samples. A large,
configurable deck provides ample space for a variety of microplate types, options
for deck accessories such as heating and cooling nests or shakers and is even
adaptable to custom vials.
• Compatible with FlowCam 8000 and FlowCam LO
• Configurable sample deck with 10 positions for well plates, pipette tips,
integrated heater, and shaker
• Higher productivity and improved data reproducibility through automated
sample handling and instrument operation

SUPERIOR IMAGE QUALITY FOR BETTER RESULTS
Image quality is essential not only for
accurate sizing measurements but also for
characterizing, identifying, and differentiating
particles such as protein aggregates, silicone
oil, air bubbles, and other contaminants.
Shown here is a VisualSpreadsheet collage
file with images of protein aggregates,
glass shards, silicone oil droplets, and other
particles.

AGGREGATE & CONTAMINANT DETECTION
Particulates are ubiquitous in parenteral drug products
and remain a concern throughout their development and
production and must be monitored to satisfy USP particle
reporting requirements such as USP <788>.
Light Obscuration (LO) is the primary compendial
technique used to count and size subvisible particles.
However, LO is less effective for analyzing particles in
biotherapeutics which are often highly translucent.
Flow imaging microscopy (FIM) is a USP-recognized
orthogonal technique (via USP <1788>) to complement LO
and other techniques for particle counting and sizing. In
addition, FIM captures particle morphology information not
available from other sizing and counting techniques. The
optional VisualAI software package simplifies analyzing this
morphology information, letting users differentiate between
protein aggregates and silicone oil droplets as well as identify
some common contaminants and FlowCam artifacts.

GLASS LAMINATION FLAKES

PROTEIN AGGREGATION

SILICONE OIL DROPLETS

OTHER APPLICATIONS

DRUG DELIVERY CHARACTERIZATION
Many large drug delivery vehicles like hydrogels have different properties and drug release profiles depending on their size
and shape. FlowCam is a non-invasive solution technique for particle count, size, and shape as well as to detect aggregates
and contaminant particles.

CELL ANALYSIS
Viable cells are critical to the performance of cellbased therapeutics and bioreactors. FlowCam images
capture changes in cell shape that occur when a
cell is no longer viable, allowing users to obtain a
fast, label-free measurement of cell viability within
the sample. FlowCam may also be used to monitor
other properties of cell-containing samples (e.g. cell
aggregation, contamination) that can similarly impact
sample quality and performance.

AND MORE...
Flow imaging microscopy is a powerful technique to size, count, and characterize biotherapeutic aggregates and other
particles in parenteral drug formulations. New applications in biotherapeutics such as nano-drug delivery systems,
vaccines, and cell and gene therapy are continuously evolving.
Curious if FlowCam will work for you? Please email us at contact@fluidimaging.com to speak with our application
specialists.

